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1. Overview
In this supplement, we provide the architectural and training details of our SSV framework. In Section 2 we describe the

architectures of the both viewpoint (V) and synthesis (S) networks. In Section 3 we present the various training hyperpa-
rameters and the training schedule. In Section 4 we examine the memory requirements and runtime of SSV. In Section 5 we
provide additional visual viewpoint estimation results for all object categories (i.e., face, car, bus and train).

2. Network Architecture
The network architectures of the viewpoint and synthesis networks are detailed in tables 1 and 2, respectively. Both V

and S operate at an image resolution of 128x128 pixels. V has an input size of 128x128. S synthesizes images at the same
resolution. We use Instance Normalization [4] in the viewpoint network. For the synthesis network, the size of the style
code zs is 128 for faces and 200 for the other objects (car, bus and train). zs is mapped to affine transformation parameters
(γ(zs), σ(zs)), which are in turn used by adaptive instance normalization(AdaIN) [1] to control the style of the synthesized
images.

3. Training Details
SSV is implemented in Pytorch [3]. We open-source our code required to reproduce the results at https://github.

com/NVlabs/SSV. We train both our viewpoint and synthesis networks from scratch by initializing all weights with a
normal distribution N (0, 0.2) and zero bias. The learning rate is 0.0001 for both (V) and (S). We use the ADAM [2]
optimizer with betas (0.9, 0.99) and no weight decay. We train the networks for 20 epochs.

Training Cycle In each training iteration, we optimize V and S alternatively. In the V optimization step, we compute the
generative consistency, discriminator loss and the symmetry constraint (Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 in the main paper). We freeze
the parameters of S , compute the gradients of the losses with respect to parameters of V and do an update step for it. In an
alternative step, while optimizing S , we compute the paired style and viewpoint consistency, flip image consistency and the
adversarial loss (Section 4 in the paper). We freeze the parameters of V , compute the gradients of the losses with respect to
parameters of S and do an update step for it. We train separate networks for each object category.

4. Runtime and Memory
Our viewpoint network V runs real-time with 76 FPS. That is, the inference takes 13 milliseconds on an NVIDIA Titan

X Pascal GPU for a single image. The memory consumed is 900MB. We use a small network for viewpoint estimation for
real-time performance and low-memory consumption.

∗Siva Karthik Mustikovela was an intern at NVIDIA during the project.
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Layer Kernel Size stride Activation Normalization Output Dimension

Conv 1x1 1 LReLU - 128x128x128

B
ac

kb
on

e
L

ay
er

s

Conv2D 3x3 1 LReLU Instance Norm 128X128x256
Conv2D 3x3 1 LReLU Instance Norm 128X128x256

Interpolate (scale = 0.5)

Conv2D 3x3 1 LReLU Instance Norm 64X64x512
Conv2D 3x3 1 LReLU Instance Norm 64X64x512

Interpolate (scale = 0.5)

Conv2D 3x3 1 LReLU Instance Norm 32X32x512
Conv2D 3x3 1 LReLU Instance Norm 32X32x512

Interpolate (scale = 0.5)

Conv2D 3x3 1 LReLU Instance Norm 16X16x512
Conv2D 3x3 1 LReLU Instance Norm 16X16x512

Interpolate (scale = 0.5)

Conv2D 3x3 1 LReLU Instance Norm 8X8x512
Conv2D 3x3 1 LReLU Instance Norm 8X8x512

Interpolate (scale = 0.5)

Conv2D 3x3 1 LReLU Instance Norm 4X4x512
Conv2D 4x4 1 LReLU - 1X1x512

Backbone ouput

FC-real/fake - - - - 1

FC-style - - - - code dim

A
zi

m
ut

h FC - - LReLU - 256
FC - |â| - - - - 2

FC - sign(â) - - - - 4

E
le

va
tio

n FC - - LReLU - 256
FC - |ê| - - - - 2

FC - sign(ê) - - - - 4

Ti
lt

FC - - LReLU - 256
FC - |ê| - - - - 2

FC - sign(ê) - - - - 4

Table 1. Viewpoint Network Architecture. The network contains a backbone whose resultant fully-connected features are shared by the
heads that predict (a) real/fake scores, (b) style codes, and (c) heads that predict azimuth, elevation and tilt values. All LReLU units have a
slope of 0.2. FC indicates a fully connected layer.

5. Visual Results
In figures 1, 2, 4, we present some additional visual results for the various object categories (faces, cars, buses and trains).

It can be seen that the viewpoint estimation network reliably predicts viewpoint. For cars, it generalizes to car models like
race cars and formula-1 cars, which are not seen by SSV during training. In each figure, we also show some failure cases in
the last row. For faces, We observe that failures are caused in cases where the viewpoints contain extreme elevation or noisy
face detection. For cars, viewpoint estimation is noisy when there is extreme blur in the image or the if the car is heavily
occluded to the extent where it is difficult to identify it as a car. For buses, viewpoint estimation is erroneous when there is
ambiguity between the rear and front parts of the object.



Layer Kernel Size stride Activation Normalization Output Dimension

Input - 3D Code - - - - 4x4x4x512

St
yl

ed
3D

C
on

vs

Conv 3D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 4x4x4x512
Conv 3D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 4x4x4x512

Interpolate (scale = 2)

Conv 3D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 8x8x8x512
Conv 3D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 8x8x8x512

Interpolate (scale = 2)

Conv 3D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 16x16x16x256
Conv 3D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 16x16x16x256

3D Rotation

Conv 3D 3x3 1 LReLU - 16x16x16x128
Conv 3D 3x3 1 LReLU - 16x16x16x128

Conv 3D 3x3 1 LReLU - 16x16x16x64
Conv 3D 3x3 1 LReLU - 16x16x16x64

Pr
oj

ec
t Collapse - - - - 16x16x(16.64)

Conv 3x3 1 LReLU - 16x16x1024

St
yl

ed
2D

C
on

vs

Conv 2D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 16x16x512
Conv 2D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 16x16x512

Interpolate (scale = 2)

Conv 2D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 32x32x256
Conv 2D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 32x32x256

Interpolate (scale = 2)

Conv 2D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 64x64x128
Conv 2D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 64x64x128

Interpolate (scale = 2)

Conv 2D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 128x128x64
Conv 2D 3x3 1 LReLU AdaIN 128x128x64

Out Conv 2D 3x3 1 - - 128x128x3

Table 2. Synthesis Network Architecture. This network contains a set of 3D and 2D convolutional blocks. A learnable 3D latent code is
passed through stylized 3D convolution blocks, which also use style codes as inputs to their adaptive instance normalization(AdaIN [1])
layers. The resulting 3D features are then rotated using a rigid rotation via the input viewpoint. Following this, the 3D features are
orthographically projected to become 2D features. These are then passed through a stylized 2D convolution network which has adaptive
instance normalization layers to control the style of the synthesized image.



Figure 1. Viewpoint estimation results for the face category. SSV predicts reliable viewpoints for a variety of face poses with large
variations in azimuth, elevation and tilt. The last row (below the black line) shows some erroneous cases where the faces are partially
detected by the face detector or there are extreme elevation angles.



Figure 2. Viewpoint estimation results for the car category. SSV predicts reliable viewpoints for a variety of objects with large variations
in azimuth, elevation and tilt. It generalizes to car models like race cars and formula-1 cars, which are not seen by SSV during training.
The last row (below the black line) shows some erroneous cases where the objects have extreme motion blur or are heavily occluded to the
extent where it is difficult to identify it as a car.



Figure 3. Viewpoint estimation results for the bus category . SSV predicts reliable viewpoints for a variety of buses with large variations
in azimuth, elevation and tilt. The last row (below the black line) shows erroneous viewpoints when there is ambiguity between the rear
and front parts of the object.



Figure 4. Viewpoint estimation results for the train category. SSV predicts reliable viewpoints for a variety of objects with large
variations in azimuth, elevation and tilt. The last row (below the black line) shows the erroneous viewpoints predicted by SSV.
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